
AN ANALYSIS OF THE CHARACTERS IN THE ANIMAL FARM

The Animal Farm characters covered include: Napoleon, Snowball, Boxer, Squealer, Old Major, Clover, Moses, Mollie
Read an in-depth analysis of Napoleon.

He regales the animals with stories of Sugarcandy Mountain; according to Moses, that's where animals go in
the afterlife to enjoy a glorious, leisure-filled eternity. He predicts well before time about the plight of the farm
animals. As for the human characters in the book, Mr. He is a wonderful speaker and story-teller. Jones The
owner of Manor Farm, and once a strict and fierce master, Mr. After drawing complicated plans for the
construction of a windmill, he is chased off of the farm forever by Napoleon's dogs and thereafter used as a
scapegoat for the animals' troubles. It is Old Major who instigates other animals to revolt against Mr Jones,
thus taking them out of their prolonged misery after a brutal battle. Whymper A solicitor hired by Napoleon to
act as an intermediary in Animal Farm's trading with neighboring farms. In allegorical forms, the characters in
the form of animals refer to the real personalities of those times. He owned the farm before the revolt of the
animals. Boxer believes that the leadership of the pigs, especially Napoleon, is always correct; he throws his
efforts wholeheartedly into every project, believing that if he simply works harder everything will work out.
Instead, he compromises and goes on living with them come what may. Napoleon and the other pig leaders
barely value Boxer beyond his work. Snowball also puts his time and energy into improving the lives of his
fellow animalsâ€”for example, by trying to teach them to read and write, and by conceiving of the windmill
project in order to generate electricity for the farm and to earn income to support them. The Humans Mr. In all
of his work, George Orwell made it a point to show how politicians used language. He uses violence,
intimidation, and outright deceit to seize and hold onto power on the farm. Ironically, Napoleon the pig
becomes almost obsessed with drinking and eventually changes the commandments to suit his needs.
Alongside Snowball, Napoleon leads the animals in chasing Mr. After the revolution, the animals occupy the
whole farm and expel him by kicking and butting him. They can all communicate with one another however
speak a different language than that of their human owners, until they take over the farm and learn English
from the books they find inside Mr. Pilkington represents the capitalist governments of England and the
United States. He is a cruel, incompetent, and often drunk leader. He is also incompetent and not especially
smart. Jones has in recent years become drunk, careless, and ineffective, though he remains as casually cruel
and arrogant as ever. Boxer Boxer, a powerfully-built workhorse, is kind and determined, but not very bright.
Known for "driving hard bargains," Frederick swindles Napoleon by buying timber from him with counterfeit
money. Read an in-depth analysis of Napoleon. Jones is an unkind master who indulges himself while his
animals lack food; he thus represents Tsar Nicholas II, whom the Russian Revolution ousted. Orwell uses
Squealer to explore the ways in which those in power often use rhetoric and language to twist the truth and
gain and maintain social and political control. Mollie craves the attention of human beings and loves being
groomed and pampered. He spreads false news about the animal farm that the animals practice cannibalism.
He later tries to attack and seize Animal Farm but is defeated. He represents Adolf Hitler and the Nazi Party in
general. He is an allusion to Leon Trotsky. A wise pig, he not only understands the plight of the animals on the
farm but also proposes a viable solution for the freedom and prosperity of his fellow animals. There are a wide
variety of animals on the farm all of which parallel a particular human personality. Jones with his tales; later,
he serves Napoleon. Frederick An enemy of Pilkington and owner of Pinchfield, another neighboring farm.
Frederick is neighbouring farmer to the right, alluding to fascism on the political spectrum, is the tough owner
of Pinchfield. Boxer commits to Animalism and works as hard as he can for the betterment of the farm.


